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UBLICATION of brief reports of zznportant discoveries in
physics may be secured by addressing them to this department.

The closing date for this departznent is five weeks prior to the date of
issue Iio.proof will be sent to the azzthors The .Board of Edztors does
not hold itself responsiMe for the opinions expressed by the corre.-
spondents. Communications should not exceed 600 words in length
and should be submitted in duplicate.
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Effect of Pressure on the Superconducting
Transition Temperature of Thallium

J. HAT TON

Department of Physics, Harvard University,
Cambridge, Massachusetts

(Received November 2, 1955)
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FIG. 2. Superconducting transition temperature
of thallium vs pressure.

'HK effect of pressure on the superconducting
transition temperature of thallium has been in-

vestigated at pressures up to nearly 5000kg/cm'.
Pressure was applied to the thallium by a piston and
cylinder arrangement, using solid hydrogen as the
pressure- transmitting medium, and the electrical resist-
ance of the thallium was measured as a function of
temperature. The experimental arrangement has been
described in an earlier publication. '

The results of this preliminary study are shown in
Fig. 1. The sharpness of the transitions, even at maxi-
mum pressure, suggests that the stress transmitted to
the specimen is rather uniform. In Fig. 2 is shown the
transition temperature es pressure as derived from the
curves of Fig. 1. At low pressures, we find itT,/BP
+1.2 X10 ' deg/(kg/cm'), whereas for pressures greater
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than about 2500 kg/cm' we get BT,/BP 0 43&(—10.
deg/(kg/cm'). The transition temperature has a maxi-
mum at a pressure in the neighborhood of 1500 kg/cm'.
The values given for the pressure are calculated from
the thrust on the piston and should be corrected for
friction; this correction is not serious.

These results account for some of the wide disagree-
ment between hitherto published values of i)T,/BP
for thallium. '

In the experiments reported here, the pressure-
transmitting medium actually used was solid HD.
The results obtained when solid H2 was used showed a
significant difference which we ascribe to the eGect of
pressure on the ortho partJ conversion ra-te in solid Hs.
It seems that this conversion rate increases appre-
ciably with pressure, at least up to 2000 kg/cm', but
no reliable quantitative data can yet be given.

Similar investigations have been made on a number
of other superconductors and a more detailed report
will be submitted for publication later.

Thanks are due Mr. Ray Sawyer for his assistance
with the measurements.

' J. Hatton, Phys. Rev. 100, 681 (1955).' N. L. Mnench, Phys. Rev. 99, 1814 (1955) gives a convenient
summary of published results for thallium.
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FIG. 1. Electrical resistance vs temperature for
thallium at diR'erent pressures.

Exchange Effects in Spin Resonance of
Impurity Atoms in Silicon

G. FEHER, R. C. FLETCHER, AND E. A. GERE

Bell TeLephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, %em Jersey
(Received October 31, 1955)

~'LET CHER et al 'observed in . the microwave
resonance of donors in silicon weak satellite lines

located halfway between pairs of the 2I+1 main lines.
The main lines arise from the hyperhne interaction of
the electron with the magnetic moment of the donor
atom, while the satellites originally were believed to
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may help elucidate the onset of impurity band
conduction.

We would like to thank P. W. Anderson for helpful
discussions.

'Fletcher, Yager, Pearson, Holden, Read, and Merritt, Phys.
Rev. 94, 1392 (1954); Fletcher, Yager, Pearson, and Merritt,
Phys. Rev. 95, 844 (1954).

s C. P. Slichter, Phys. Rev. 99, 479 (1955).
s F. Bloch, Phys. Rev. 70, 460 (1946); A. M. Portis, Phys. Rev.

99 (1955).

Thermal Acceptors in Vacuum
Heat-Treated Gerriianium

ROBERT L. HOPKINS AND EDWARD N. CLARKE

Physics Laboratory, Sylvaeia E/ectric Products, Inc.,
Bayside, Kern York

(Received September 14, 1955)

E wish to describe an experiment in which it is
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found that very few acceptor centers are intro-
duced into copper-free germanium by quenching from
high temperatures. The result is of interest because the
number of acceptor centers found in the present
quenched specimens is far smaller than that reported
previously for germanium. '' We believe that these
new results are obtained because greater care has been
taken in maintaining the germanium surface free of
impurities.

The bar of single-crystal germanium is heated in
vacuum by passing a large alternating current through
it, the temperature attained being measured by means
of an optical pyrometer. The current leads are tantalum
spot-welded to the germanium. Voltage probes are
germanium side arms (continuous parts of the crystal)
formed during the initial sample shaping procedure.
The germanium is quenched from high temperature by
shutting oR the current and allowing the crystal to
cool by radiation. The initial quenching rate of about
170'/sec (from 900'C) is comparable to (but some-
what faster than) Mayburg's radiation quench' and
probably slower than I.ogan's oil bath quench. ' The
concentration of quenched-in acceptors is calculated
from measured values of conductivity (at 195'K)
combined with the mobility data of Prince. '

Some typical results are shown in Fig. 1 in which
we plot the concentration of quenched-in acceptors as a
function of temperature from which the germanium
is quenched. Earlier results on copper-free germanium
are also indicated.

It should be mentioned that because of the relatively
small conductance changes measured in the present
experiment, the increase in surface conductance with
heating in vacuum as reported by Clarke4 ' becomes an
appreciable fraction of the total conductance change
(about 25% for a crystal 0.07 cm in thickness). The
increased surface conductance arises, in part, from
desorption of oxygen. However, this surface conduc-
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Fxe. 1. Concentration of acceptors quenched into germanium
after vacuum heat treatment at various temperatures as found
by Mayburg, Logan, and present work.

tance can be reduced to nearly its initial value either
by means of readsorption of oxygen or by producing a
new surface by means of brief etching. 4' This latter
procedure was adopted here in order to estimate the
surface contribution to the total conductance change.

The smallest concentration of quenched-in acceptors
obtained after the surface cleaning procedure described
below is 1X10is centers/cm' at 894'C as shown on
Fig. I. The germanium sample was then recleaned
under conditions thought to be identical to the 6rst
cleaning, and this was followed by further heat treat-
ment. The result was an increase in acceptor concentra-
tion as shown also on Fig. 1. This lack of reproduci-
bility can be regarded as a strong indication that the
quenched-in acceptors correspond to impurities rather
than to lattice defects.

Since the new results are thought to arise from the
use of germanium samples with less contaminated
surfaces, it is desirable to list the detailed handling
procedure. After shaping and attachment of the current
and voltage leads, the germanium is (1) etched in a
solution consisting of 10 parts of HNO3 conc. ACS and
1 part of HF 48% ACS, (2) rinsed three timesin double
demineralized water, (3) immersed for 1 hour in 10%
KCN (ACS) aqueous solution (double demineralized
water) to help remove copper and possibly other metallic
ions, ' (4) rinsed five times in double demineralized
water, and finally (5) enclosed and under vacuum
within two minutes after the Anal rinsing. The ger-






